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Kyiv Klezmer Fest
festival organizing
and holding
NGO Social Capital

International modern klezmer music and culture festival will take place in Kyiv
from May 9 to May 24. 2019. Main festival events will take place at
Kontraktova square in Kyiv, May 18 and 19. Majority of the festival’s’ events
are free for attendance. Kyiv City State Administration Culture Department,
Kyiv City Jewish community, Embassy of France in Ukraine, Embassy of Israel in
Ukraine, Judaica Center of NUKMA, other cultural and art organizations,
supports the event. Musicians from Ukraine, USA and France will participate
in 2019 festival program.

Youth non‐
The Second
government
National Biennale organization “Art
of Young
Union Homo
Contemporary Art Ludens”

The Biennale of Young Art is a festival of contemporary art, initiated by the
Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, which will be held in Kharkiv. The Biennale will
consist of:
the main exhibition, where will be exhibited about 50 projects of young
Ukrainian artists
the children's program, will consisting of kid's exhibitions and educational
events for children and parents
the educational program, which will includes: preparation of mediators,
participatory projects, lectures and workshops and a few side exhibition and
interventions in the public space, which are not part of the main competition

Tu Stan! Festival:
increase of
influence and
capacity building
of the largest
Non‐governmental
Ukrainian
Culture and creative medieval culture organization
“Tustan”
festival
industries

Culture heritage

Project description

Preparation of the
exhibition
"Overcoming
Ukrainian MIME
Gravity"
Center

The 14th annual Tu Stan! Festival today is the biggest and the oldest event of
Ukrainian medieval culture.
The project includes the development of Tu Stan! festival sustainability model,
expanding its target audience to new geographic, age and professional groups
through the setting of international and interregional partnerships, the
introduction of new technologies (virtual reality, laser show and 3D‐mapping),
a new theme of traditional culture, a new educational format, as well as
promotions that can turn it into prominent medieval culture event for the
Central‐Eastern Europe.
"Overcoming Gravity" is an ambitious interregional exhibition project
dedicated to the artistic legacy of Paraska Plytka‐Horytsvit, which will help to
return the name of the iconic artist to the cultural map of Ukrainian naive art
and to draw attention to the museumification of her legacy, archival
photography as a historical source, the Hutsul culture and the women's voice
in Ukrainian art. The project provides for the study of the artist`s legacy in the
global context of the naive art and the historical context of the twentieth
century, it also aims the creation of the large‐scale multimedia

Dates of project realization

13.05.2018

27.05.2019

22.05.2019

2019‐05‐21

Place of project
realization

Requested
grant sum from
UCF in UAH

20.09.2019

Kyiv, Chernihiv, Lviv,
Lutsk

1 993 927,36

Kharkiv

2 790 500,00

Urych village, Lviv
regrion

2 862 160,80

Kyiv

2 693 830,74

31.10.2019

31.10.2019

31.10.2019
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Charitable
organization
"Charitable
foundation "Teple
misto"

City Scanning Session is a festival about the city and for the city. The goal is to
look at it in a new way, with unusual for day‐to‐day perspectives, to initiate
interaction among residents, local /foreign urbanists, artists, businesses and
city municipality to map areas for development. Conducted beforehand social
and spacial analyses guided in identification of the festival topics, locations,
workshops with which the curators and teams will work during the festival.
The proposed settings are urban forum, exhibitions of architectural, urban and
artistic projects, performances, cinema, music.

Culture and creative Crimean House
industries
Unites Hearts

State company
“Crimean House”

A series of cultural events on the Crimean/Crimean Tatar topic in a number of
large cities. The selected cities are located close to the state border or to the
front line, are multicultural and play a significant role for Ukraine in terms of
creation of a unified national identity. The project is finalised with a big open‐
air concert on the Day of Independence in Kyiv.

Culture and creative
industries
Air GogolFEST

The International Festival of Contemporary Art AIR GogolFest in Vinnitsa takes
place from 18 to 20 October 2019. Relying on the experience of 2018, when
the festival was experimental in the format of a teaser, this year a full
multidisciplinary festival will take place in 4 locations.
The program of the festival will consist of five disciplines of art (theater, music,
Community
cinema, visual and children's programs). It is also planned to hold art and
foundation Podilska theatre residences involving Ukrainian and foreign artists and actors.
Hromada
AIR GogolFest is the original festival of contemporary art that provokes the cit

Culture and creative VR Forum & Art
industries
Festival

VR Forum & Art Festival is an art and educational event dedicated to the
virtual reality technology. The festival aims at understanding the application of
technology in art, spreading the knowledge about it and searching new forms
Mykolaiv municipal of art + technology. This is an experiment in art, beyond the traditional
non‐
perception and experience of art. New generations need new means for self‐
govermentalorganiz expression. Every year the festival will have a topic and will focus on several
ation “Art
sectors of art and culture. For the first year we chose the topic "Reforming the
optimists”
space" and the following sectors: visual arts.

Culture and creative City Scanning
industries
Session’19

Literature and
publishing

Рublіс Organization
Author’s Reading «Artistic Council
Month in Lviv
«Dialogue»

Author’s Reading Month is the largest cross‐border literature festival in Central‐
Eastern Europe. During the July simultaneously in five cities – Brno (Czech
Republic), Ostrava (Czech Republic), Kosice (Slovakia), Wroclaw (Poland) and
Lviv (Ukraine) – every evening famous writers from five countries have authors
readings. Honored Guest of ARM 2019 is Romania.
ARM was founded in 1999 by Czech publishing house “Větrné mlýny”. Every
year ARM invites an Honored Guest. During 20 years title was given to France,
Canada, Belarus, Slovenia, Poland, Germany, Spain, Georgia, Turkey, etc. Since
2015 Ukr

10.05.2019

31.10.2019

Ivano‐Frankivsk

25.05.2019

01.08.2019

2019‐05‐15

01.06.2019

Odesa, Uzhgorod,
20.09.2019 Kharkiv, Kherson,
Kramatorsk,
Mariupol, Kyiv

1 897 722,78

2 887 724,00

31.10.2019

Vinnytsia

2 546 758,00

Kyiv, Kharkiv

2 259 860,00

Brno (Czech republic)
Ostrava, Cosice,
Wroclaw, Lviv

1 316 565,29

31.10.2019

01.10.2019
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Performative art

Zelyonka – SPACE FOP Ovсhinnikov
UP
Anton Valeriyovich

Міжнародний
Фестиваль
Українського
Culture and creative Танцю та
industries
Культури

Zelyonka SPACE UP is an international project in the field of contemporary
dance, aimed at developing a professional dance community, establishing and
strengthening international relationships and expanding the audience. The
project includes a performative program of the Festival, educational lectures
and workshops, creative and production residences with choreographers from
all over the world, creation of on‐line and off‐line content on contemporary
dance in Ukraine and the world, and interdisciplinary projects with artists from
other artistic sectors.

Lviv Region
Department of the
Ukrainian Fund of
Culture

9‐12 August 2019 in Lviv, participants from Ukraine and the Ukrainian diaspora
from around the world will gather at the International Ukrainian Dance &
Culture Festival. They will show the audience how dancers from abroad
preserve and cherish Ukrainian cultural heritage. To attract a wider audience,
the Festival events will be broadcasted live on social networks (over 300
thousand subscribers). Ukrainian culture and art are the universal means of
the unity of different generations of our compatriots all over the globe.

Non Governmental
Organization“Lviv
Fashion Week”

4‐day large‐scale fashion event in few locations in Lviv, including:
‐ fashion shows of collections of Ukrainian and foreign, young and already well‐
known designers;
‐ forum devoted to problems of the fashion industry;
‐ series of master classes;
‐ space for communication with well‐known personalities in the world of
fashion.
‐ programme of development for young designers „Future fashion generation”;
‐ project „Diversity you”;
‐ project „Lviv Fashion Week for Eco” + area of ecological mentality „Green
Space”;
‐ project „Lviv Orchestra Fashion”;
‐ film demonstations “Cinema Fashion”

NGO “Paul Celan
Literature Center”

There are 2 basic approaches to strengthen the sound of voices:
1. Foreign intellectuals, writers, journalists, cultural leaders, and individuals
who represent centers of public opinion in their cities and countries come to
Ukraine to participate in cult culture event and then share their impression
about the event and participants publicly (articles in authoritative European
media, blogs, in social networks, radio, television broadcasts, lectures at
universities) and privately (in conversations with colleagues and friends)
2. Ukrainian writers visit the cities of Austria, Germany, Switzerland

Literature and
publishing

Lviv Fashion Week
(24th edition)
Sound
strengthening of
Ukrainian voices
in Western
Europe (based on
X Anniversary
International
Poetry Festival
Meridian
Czernowitz and

Visual art

Oleg Holosiy. Non‐stop Painting is a research project, which will present the
legacy of the significant Ukrainian artist for the first time. Exhibition will
include art works from 20 museums and private collections. Educational
State Entreprise
program will communicate the exhibition to a wider audience and create new
National Cultural Art opportunities for understanding the period of the 1990s. Project actualizes the
and Museum
issue of preservation and representation of the newest heritage. Special
Oleg Holosiy. Non‐ Complex "Mystetskyi attention is paid to the cooperation with museums and collectors, preparation
stop Painting
Arsenal"
of catalog of the exhibition, stimulation of new researching.

Design and fashion

13.05.2019

15.05.2019

15.05.2019

2019‐06‐01

13.05.2019

07.08.2019

Kyiv, Dnipro,
Berdychiv

2 194 596,00

Lviv

1 097 711,00

Lviv

2 005 120,00

30.09.2019

31.10.2019

2019‐10‐31 Berlin, Munich,
Frankfurt (Mein),
Brauschweig, Vienna,
Zalcburg, Bern,
Lucern, Basel

559 960,00

01.10.2019

Kyiv

1 541 619,40
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Mariupol will become a city where children's dreams in the form of metal
sculptures will embody in local space. After the exhibition of children's
drawings created by the students of art schools of Priazovya, 10 paintings were
chosen by artists and art critics. These drawings became the basis for sketches
for the smiths. At the Smith art festival, they will create metal sculptures based
on sketches by young artists and after sculptures will be based at children's
playgrounds and parks. Mariupol will receive updated art spaces for family
recreation.

Dreamspace

Mariupol
organization of the
National Union of
Artists of Ukraine

Audial art

Levko Kolodub
music festival

The project is a great marathon festival devoted to the work of one of the
most prominent Ukrainian composers ‐ Levko (Nikolayevich) Kolodub, who
passed away this year and left a huge layer of orchestral music, which is not
only Ukrainian but also world cultural heritage. During 6 days, the leading
Kiev organization of Ukrainian orchestras will represent the composer's work in the best halls of
the National Union the capital city Kiev. It is also planned to publish and distribute 5 Ukrainian
of Composers of
orchestral suites of the composer "The Ukrainian dances" which became the
Ukraine
"calling card" of the national symphonic music.

Performative art

DREVO is the unique international thetre festival of Traditions in Ukraine,
which today, in contemporary artistic form, carries out the living Tradition ‐
eternal knowledge how to live, how to protect life and the human in it. This is
Lviv Municipal
the only festival‐workshop in Ukraine ‐ a meeting of the Masters' roads, where
5th International Theatre, Art
artistic forms are manifestations of the Master's school.
Theatre Festival Research and
V International Festival of Traditions DREVO consists of three stages of work: 1 ‐
of Tradition
Educational Center workshops (spring), 2 rehearsals (summer), 3 ‐ achievement: an entire six day
DREVO
"WORD and VOICE" event, which combines theatre performances, musical programs, films

Visual art

Culture and creative Global Teacher
industries
Prize Ukraine

Culture heritage

ХІ Festival of
Ethnic Culture
"Alive Fire"

Public association
“Osvitoria”

Global Teacher Prize Ukraine is an annual prize for Ukrainian teachers aiming
to award educators who achieve a high success rate of their students as well as
foster cultural dialogue through the implementation of cultural and social
projects (both at school and beyond).
The purpose of the event:
•strengthen the role of educa on and culture in Ukrainian society
•promote and raise the pres ge of the profession of teacher
•create a posi ve image of Ukraine by integra ng Ukrainian teachers into the
Global Teacher Prize community and presenting their achievements at the
international level.

Regional Society
"Vinnytsia Cossack
Regiment named
after Ivan Bogun"

Development and promotion of the XI International Etnic Culture Festival
"Alive Fire" by conducting an advertising campaign, creating a website, inviting
new artistic groups of Ukrainian ethnic groups, diaspora of national minorities,
Europeans, etnic rock bands, workshop for villages and OTG "Cultural heritage
as a source of community development ". Features of the festival:
reconstruction of authentic Kupala ceremonies; thematic locations; masters of
folk art; performances on Cossack martial arts; exhibition of ancient weapons;
inflammation of "live fire" by friction

01.07.2019

30.09.2019

Mariupol

01.09.2019

13.05.2019

10.05.2019

10.05.2019

1 760 980,00

31.10.2019

Kyiv

797 791,00

Lviv

777 420,32

Kyiv, Lviv, Odesa,
Kharkiv

500 520,00

29.09.2019

31.10.2019

15.07.2019

Yakushynci village
(Vinnitsia region)

1 881 342,68
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11 International
Culture and creative Blown Glass
industries
Symposium in Lviv
The Catalog of
The Ukrainian
national pavilion
at the 58th Venice
Biennale (La
Biennale di
Venezia) – The
Visual art
Shadow of

Visual art

Audial art

Exhibitionary
project “Angels”

The III Oleh Krysa
International
Violin
Competition

10.05.2019

Lviv National
Academy of Arts

International Blown Glass Symposiums in Lviv are held every three years, since
1989. It is the longest continuous event of glass artists in the world. 254 artists
from 32 countries took part in the events during 30 years. The collection of
gathered works includes more than 350 compositions and belongs to the most
valuable collections of contemporary glass in the world. This year's jubilee
symposium will be attended by 50 artists, representatives of art schools,
museums. Work in the glass studios, scientific conference, personal and group
exhibitions are in the program.

2019‐05‐06

Non‐Governmental
Organization “OK
PROJECTS”

This catalog will become part of the project "The Shadow of Dream* cast upon
Giardini della Biennale", which officially represents Ukraine at the 58th Venice
Biennale. The first part of the project is the flight of the AN 225 "Mriya" plane
over Venice, where information about Ukrainian artists will be provided on the
hard disk. The second part of the project is the documentation and catalog,
which will be presented in the hallway at the central location of the Biennale –
Arsenale within 6 months.

Limited Liability
Company “Ya
Gallery”

Angels
is a large‐scale exhibi on project which features more than 400 pain ngs,
sculptural, installation, video, and multimedia artworks of different ages that
represent the image of Angel and its transformation in the world culture. For
the initiative, the Lviv National Gallery of Art and Pavlo Gudimov Ya Gallery Art
Center have united more than twenty museums, artistic institutions of
Ukraine, and a wide range of experts in the field of culture. The exhibition will
take place in the area of 2 thousand sq. at the Lviv National Gallery of Art and
the Pinzel Museum. It will include 5 them

NGO “ARTISTIC
ASSOCIATION
‘WORLD OF
CLASSICAL MUSIC’”

The Third OlehKrysa international violin competitionwill be held in Lviv from
17th to 27th of October 2019. The founder of the competition is the applicant,
the PO "AA "World of Classical Music ". Age of participants 15‐29 years. The
competition will take place within 10 days in the premises of the National
Philharmonic of Lviv. OlehKrysa is a native of Lviv, a professor at the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester (USA), a world‐famous violinist.
More than 60 applications from participants.
The main objective of the competition is to support and popularize Ukrainian
cultural traditions.
Big Dance Night OpenAir is a cultural and artistic project that integrates
traditional instrumental music and non‐scene dance into contemporary
cultural space and forms the valuable perception of Ukrainian cultural
heritage.

24
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Culture heritage

Big Dance Night
OpenAir

National Centre of
Folk Culture “Ivan
Honchar Museum”

The event brings together the best authentic and folk musicians from different
regions of Ukraine to 9 hours of live traditional music concert in the open air.
The festival visitors will be able to dance more than fifty folk dances, which at
the time of their existence reach 100 years ago. Folk instrumental ensembles
of violins, bass, tambourine from the different generat

30.10.2019

Kyiv, Lviv

31.07.2019

Kyiv, Venice (Italy)

13.05.2019

22.05.2019

10.05.2019

1 755 800,52

644 376,01

2019‐10‐16

Lviv

1 999 839,60

Lviv

1 746 000,00

Kyiv

620 404,00

31.10.2019

26.05.2019
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The project was created to propagate the reading for 15000 attendants during
five and a half months. The implementation of events will enliven and increase
the cultural events in Cherkasy and 6 towns of region and two army troops.
The training will facilitate the professional level of the team which will
organize the third Cherkasy book festival. The team will take part in the
programs of eight festivals to learn the best practices. Besides they will share
experience during 9 discussions and 9 round tables also in 8 towns. The best
specialists will be invited to participate in these events.

Literature and
publishing

The Third
Cherkasy
Travelling Book
Festival "The
Crossing of
Cultures"

Culture heritage

The project provides holding "HlushenkovFolkFest" international festival ‐ a
carnival of cultures representing different cities of Ukraine (20 ensembles) and
5 foreign ensembles: from Mexico, Chile, Poland, Turkey, Georgia. Due to the
involvement of a wide audience in choreographic master classes, integration
The Department of parties with the demonstration of music trends, traditional dishes and identity
“HlushenkovFolkF Culture and Tourism of participating countries, the emphasis shifts from the "audience‐viewer" to
est” Folk Dance
of Khmelnytskyi City "audience‐participant". The culmination of the carnival of cultures is a large‐
Festival
Council
scale choreographic performance by all the audience.

Culture heritage

“VUFKU.
Lost&Found”
Multimedia
Exhibition

The Youth Public
Organization "The
Book Maestro"

VUFKU. Lost&Found is the first big exhibition, based on the Dovzhenko
Centre research. All‐Ukrainian photo‐cinema‐department (VUFKU) is one of
the most powerful Soviet and world cinema organizations of the 1920s, the
memory of which was annexed and actually erased.
Project purpose – to tell the story of a great cinema success, return into the
historical and media context VUFKU activity.
Oleksandr
Project stages:
Dovzhenko National Stage 1 (2014‐2017): Research and archival‐search work.
Centre, State
Stage 2 (Fall 2018): Preproduction of the exhibition.
Enterprise
Stage 3 (May 2019 ‐ November 2019): Іnstallation, exhibit and side program

CHARITY
ORGANIZATION
"CHARITY FUND
BELIEVE IN
YOURSELF"

The project is a long‐term initiative aimed at fostering the cultural exchange
between leading Ukrainian and foreign musicians in the field of contemporary
academic music. The main goal of the project is to integrate Ukraine into the
global cultural space and promote high‐quality audio arts in Ukraine. In 2019
will feature a musical collaboration between New Era Orchestra (Ukraine) and
the world‐renowned percussionist Christoph Sietzen (Luxembourg) with a
charity concert in Kyiv as a highlight. The programme will include premieres by
contemporary composers and educational component.

Audial art

Musical Bridges

Culture heritage

Factory focuses on the phenomenon of decorative and applied art in the
Ukrainian Soviet culture. It will explore the activities of Vasylkіv majolica
factory in the period of active participation of the Protorievs. The exhibition
part will involve the selected objects, produced at Vasylkіv majolica factory,
including the artworks of the Protorievs. The project will provide a rich parallel
National Museum of program which will be an attempt to immerse interactively in the subject. The
Exhibition project Ukrainian Folk
goal of the initiative is to update the little‐studied cultural issue and to
"Factory"
Decorative Art
develop a new approach to its representation.

2019‐05‐15

2019‐05‐13

Cherkasy, Kamianka,
Zolotonosha, Korsun‐
Shevchenkovskii,
Chygyryn, Kaniv,
2019‐10‐31 Orshanets, Kyiv,
Poltava, Dnipro,
Zaporizhzhia,
Kropivnitskii, Lutsk,
Lviv, Chernivtsi

2019‐07‐12

Khmelnitskii

20.05.2019

23.05.2019

22.05.2019

1 608 399,99

949 490,00

30.10.2019

Kyiv

1 988 377,14

Kyiv

1 108 630,36

Kyiv

989 819,04

15.09.2019

05.09.2019
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The project involves organization of thematic discussions (200 representatives
of cultural sphere) and artistic part ‐ Ukrainskyi Zriz (with 15 contemporary art
projects) in Lviv (11‐13.10.19). The Congress is discussion platform for
reflection of Ukrainian cultural experience and the development of
recommendations for its development strategies. "Transition 1989" is a
conceptual approach to overview Congress topic through the prism of events
Culture and creative “Transition 1989”
in1989, an opportunity to estimate in 30‐years cycle the transformation of
industries
Culture Congress NGO “Virmenska 35” cultural landscape that arose in ruins of the Berlin Wall and the USSR.
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Arseniuk Mykola
Miletiyovych,
businessman

«Taras Bulba» ‐ festival of stubborn will
The oldest rock festival in Ukraine. Since the 1991 «Taras Bulba » has been a
“spiritual” shooting ground of contemporary Ukrainian youth’s culture.
Ukrainian rock is tempered here. We are working to provide attractive modern
and diverse festival. Locations: Main stage, Alternative stage, Literature and
arts stage, Kids zone, Kozak camping, Tours to Dubno, Dubno castle.

Publisher Andrii
Honcharuk, private
antrepreneur,
owner of TM Luta
Sprava

The project is based on Roman Kabachiy’s book “Exiled to the steppes”, its
promotion in the Ukrainian society to popularize Zakerzonia people’s history
and culture in 75th anniversary of deportation from native lands. The project
fits in with the events, announced for state honoring of this date. It will
promote making ties with the Ukrainians of the world, namely with those of
Poland, for whom the question of national memory about these lands is a
pressing matter, taking into account the influx of Ukrainians who know
practically nothing of this country’s Ukrainian traditions continuity.
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Culture and creative «Taras Bulba»
industries
festival

Literature and
publishing

Exiled to the
steppes. The
retrieval of
historical memory
about the
Ukrainians of
Zakerzonia

Prominent
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Ukraine.
Individual
263350 projects

Visual art

"Black Cloud ‐ Kyiv Biennale 2019" is the 3rd Kyiv Biennale organized by VCRC
in the format of a large‐scale international forum for art and knowledge. About
30 events, including an exhibition, screenings, lectures and round tables, will
focus on analyzing the impact of data and digital technologies on everyday life,
Non‐governmental human rights and social processes. Based on the crossroads of art and
organisation "Visual technology, science and critical theory, the project will promote an
interdisciplinary collaboration, raising awareness of the challenges of digital
The Black Cloud ‐ Culture Research
world, social and political roles of technology today.
Kyiv
ppBiennial 2019 Center"

Prominent
events in
Ukraine.
Individual
263211 projects

promotion of the
25th Anniversary
of the
Renaissance of
Ostroh Academy ‐
successor to the
first institution of
Culture and creative higher education
in Eastern Europe
industries

Prominent
events in
Ukraine.
Individual
263366 projects

The International
Charitable
Foundation for
Renaissance of the
Ostrog Academy

The project is aimed at supporting and promoting of 25th Anniversary of the
Establishment of the National University of Ostroh Academy as a successor to
the first institution of higher education in Eastern Europe, popularizing its
activities as an educational, art and cultural center of modern Ukraine. Within
the framework of the project, there are plans to hold events based on cross‐
sectoral cooperation and designed for improving the access of students and
teachers of the University, residents of Ostroh city to the ancient and
contemporary cultural and artistic achievements of the Ukr. people

13.05.2019

13.05.2019

20.05.2019

31.10.2019

Lviv

1 337 890,00

Kyiv, Dubno

1 150 000,00

30.07.2019

31.10.2019
Kyiv, Lviv,
Monastyrska, Odesa,
Przemysl

15.05.2019

13.05.2019

449 976,00

31.10.2019

Kyiv

1 099 700,00

Ostrog

1 458 122,00

31.10.2019
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Participation of
Ukrainian media
artists in the
international
performance of
Culture and creative Burning Man,
industries
Nevada, USA

Limited Liability
Company "LAVINA
CONCERT"

XVII All‐Ukrainian
charitable kids
festival
Culture and creative “Chornomorski
COMPANY “TAVRIA
industries
Igry”
GAMES”

Audial art

Performative art

Visual art

The presentation of the national cultural media‐art program in the world‐
famous and most progressive cultural event of the world ‐ Burning Man at the
Nevada, USA. Ukrainian media artists were invited to take part in one of
Burning Man's most famous art objects, namely to present their unique digital
art‐program that will be projected onto the huge PlayAlchemist pyramid that is
the center of cultural events at Burning Man. Ukrainian artists will make 7
digital unique art‐programs use the works of outstanding media‐artists of
Ukraine to presenting to the world the essence of Ukrainian media art
This is an annual kids contest‐festival which takes place in Skadovsk. It consists
of the following events: vocal contest for children from 6 to 16 years; master
classes for kids, parents, teachers from leading experts in musical sphere;
music show starring ukrainian performers; game and entertainment programs
for kids and their parents. Goals of festival: huge charitable festival
organisation; searching, discovering and advancing of talented kids in Ukraine;
healthful lifestyle promotion; children spare time and rest organisation; kids
and adults engagement to righteousness.

Conducting of the 25th festival consists of three stages: Prelude Concerts (early
April, 2019), preceding the festival, the festival's actual performance (April 20‐
22, 2019) and Postlude Concerts (May‐June, 2019). Postlude concerts are held
Two Days and
in Odessa (June 24) and in the satellite cities ‐ Chornomorsk (June, 25) and
Two Nights of
International Public Yuzhny (June, 26) for the expansion of festival’s geography. With the support
New Music ‐ 25th Organization
of the cultural fund it is planned to hold the 3rd stage of the festival, which
Festival of
"Association" New includes the postlude concerts and the final international conference devoted
Modern Art
Music "
to the 25th anniversary of the festival.

XXI International
theater festival
«Melpomena
Tavrii»

Limited Liability
Company "Festival
Center"

Aeneas Passes
On. Artists of
Non‐governmental
today one to one organization
with the past
Emmaus

Our annual May festival has proved itself as the most extensive theater
platforms, evolving, expanding and growing out of festival traditions. It is
known for the plays performances, various master classes, creative meetings,
table readings of contemporary playwrights’ works, photo exhibitions, flash
mobs etc. Performances are played on the Kherson Theater 5 stage sites and
also in the open air: on the forest stage, in the Theater Park, Theater Square,
on the Dnipro river slopes, and locations alike. Traditional festival elements are
the city streets carnival march, concerts, the Green Zone.
A collective exhibition of artists from Ukraine, Italy, Germany and Albania, will
be held at the YermilovCenter (Kharkiv) in May‐June 2019, within the
framework of the annual socio‐cultural festival DANTEFEST. The central
question of the project is how and why are modern artists turning to the
theme of the past? Curators from Italy and Ukraine will created an exhibition‐
dialogue, united by image of Aeneas — a hero who left Troy with his father on
the back. The exhibition project will be accompanied by a series of lectures
and meetings with artists, curators, art and literary critics

15.06.2019

21.05.2019

20.05.2019

13.05.2019

13.05.2019

30.09.2019

Kyiv, Zaporizhzhia,
Nevada (USA)

1 758 750,00

Skadovsk

1 994 778,86

27.09.2019

28.06.2019

Odesa, Chornomorsk,
Yuzhne

500 700,00

Kherson

618 190,00

Kharkiv

588 725,00

30.06.2019

31.08.2019
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The publication of the scientific and reference edition for the 20th anniversary
of the International Literary Competition "Coronation of the Word", which
summarizes the achievements of the Ukrainian literature of the modern
period. The manual systematically presents information on the best
contemporary Ukrainian novel authors. Acquaints with new trends in
Ukrainian contemporary literature. Summarizes the 20‐year activity of the
organizers of the contest. The book is in demand in educational institutions of
Ukraine.

13.05.2019

Performative art

As part of the traditional "KLAIPEDA SEA FESTIVAL" in Klaipeda, we propose to
launch the Ukrainian Art Cultural Bridge "Bridges of Art" as an international
festival of music, songs and dance. The format of this event involves the
performance of the Mukachevo Drama Theater "Koryatovich", the
organization of concerts instrumental, choral, choreographic creativity. Joint
discussions with Lithuanian cultural leaders, master classes and discussions on
topical issues of the development of the support of national cultural traditions
in contemporary European society

“Design Village
2019” ‐ festival
about actual
design

Design Village is a three‐day international conference for designers and people
who are interested in design. The event comes round since 2015. This year the
conference will be held for the fourth time in Ivano‐Frankivsk. The program of
the conference is not only lectures and workshops, but also networks,
exhibitions and parties!

Culture heritage

Literature and
publishing

42
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Design and fashion
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Prominent
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Ukraine.
Individual
263225 projects

10 years of Zaxid
fest‐scale festival
thanks to inter‐
Culture and creative sectoral
industries
collaboration
LLC Zaxidfest
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13.05.2019

Lviv National
Literary Memorial
Franko from A to Museum of Ivan
Z
Franko
Scientific and
reference edition
"Coronation of
the Word" to
mark the 20th
anniversary of the
international
literary
competition
“Svit Uspihu” Ltd
I International
Festival of
Music,Song and
Dance Ukrainian‐
Lithuanian
Commonwelth
"BRIDGES OF
ART" with
Public organization
traditional "
«YASKRAVA
"KLAIPEDA SEA
KRAINA»

Prominent
events abroad.
Individual
293004 projects

Prominent
events in
Ukraine.
Individual
260511 projects

The «Franko from A to Z» project is an interactive mobile maze‐exhibition, that
based on the English alphabet principle, presents the iconic figure of Ivan
Franko and the significant phenomena of Ukrainian culture, according to the
historical and socio‐cultural context, for the vast general of European public.
Within the project agenda, a tour of the maze‐exhibition is planned for the
capitals of the European states: Lviv (Ukraine) ‐ Zagreb (Croatia) ‐ Ljubljana
(Slovenia) ‐ Vienna (Austria) ‐ Budapest (Hungary).

Culture heritage

The Year of Ivan
Levinskiy

Maksymiv Nazarii
Yuriyovych

Due to inter‐sectoral cooperation and attraction of cultural sectors such as
visual arts, cultural heritage, musical education, as well as international
partnerships, we want to scale the festival, expand the program and increase
the target audience at the expense of both Ukrainian and foreign tourists.

The Year of Ivan Levinskiy project represents a number of diverse events
designed to familiarize the widest range of visitors with the most prominent
architect of Lviv, who at the turn of the ХІХ‐ХХ centuries found signs of the
Ukrainian style and embodied them in architecture and design. Events,
organization of which involves all the leading institutions and specialists, will
Lviv Oblast
be taking place in Lviv during the whole year, namely: the holding of
Organization of
exhibitions ‐ "Ivan Levynsky. Impulse "," Ukrainian World of Ivan Levynsky:
National Union of
Architects of Ukraine from the brick to the amphora ", documentary filming.

20.05.2019

21.05.2019

1.06.2019

2019‐05‐10

31.10.2019 Zagreb (Croatia),
Lubliana (Slovenia),
Vienna (Austria),
Budapest (Hungary)

1 783 066,50

31.10.2019

Kyiv

1 266 148,00

Kleipeda (Lithuania)

1 442 385,00

Ivano‐Frankivsk

1 132 516,00

Rodatychi village, Lviv
region

1 025 000,00

Lviv, Vienne (Austria)

1 572 374,00

08.09.2019

31.10.2019

01.09.2019

2019‐10‐28
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26th Lviv
Culture and creative International
industries
BookForum
Understanding
Ukraine:
promotion of the
voices of
Ukrainian
Literature and
intellectuals in
publishing
the world

VII Lviv Media
Forum ‘Media
Culture and creative Effects of the
industries
Digital Age’

NGO Publishers’
Forum

Book Forum is one of the biggest book festivals in Ukraine. The best Ukrainian
and international books Market’s actors are invited to participate in the
Festival. Every year Festival is dedicated to the focal topic which is chosen to
discuss the most actual social problems. The focal theme of 26th BookForum is
The Search For The Accomplice. We will consider the direct or indirect impact
of each person on the world. And we remind ourselves, our participants and
visitors that we should be responsible for every our action.

INTERNEWS
UKRAINE

The project is planning to organize a European promotion campaign for a
collection of essays written by Ukrainian intellectuals and writers and
translated into English. The promotion campaign will include the book’s
presentation at the international book fairs in Frankfurt am Main and
Gothenburg, as well as its presentations in the following European cities:
Strasbourg, Brussels, Frankfurt am Main, Krakow, Berlin.

Non‐governmental
organization 'Lviv
Media Forum'

The project is aimed at preparing and organising VII Lviv Media Forum ‐ the
biggest media event of Ukraine. The Forum is planned for 30.05 – 1.06. It will
involve over 800 journalists, representatives of creative industries and civil
society. The main subject of this year event is Media Effects of the Digital Age.
Do Media Form the Audience of Vice Versa? Within 50 lectures, presentations,
discussions are planned. The guests of Lviv Media Forum from U.S. and Europe
will try to figure out how much a modern consumer is an author of the
content; how technologies impact media, culture and society.

Individual
entrepreneur
Design Expedition Yakusha Viktoriia
"Earth inspires"
Valeriivna

Performative art

Lukash Fest

Design‐expedition "Earth inspires" is the author's design project of Viktoria
Yakusha, made to draw the attention of a wide audience to the need of
preserving and reviving the ancient craft techniques in Ukraine. Within 5 days,
7 European star architects, designers and stylists will visit five destine craft
centers in Lviv and Ivano‐Frankivsk region in the company of five influential
foreign journalists, and will try to reproduce traditional artisan techniques,
which are still used by individual potters, bonders, weavers, masters for the
folk musical instruments. These unique techniques are pa

Lukash Fest is a year‐long celebration to honour the 100th anniversary of the
birth of a prominent Ukrainian translator Mykola Lukash. Born in Krolevets,
Ukraine on December 19, 1919, Mykola Lukash is a legend often called Mozart
NON‐GOVERNMENT of the Ukrainian translation, a master of word who turned his own life into a
work of art. To commemorate his centennial year, Ukraine, Poland and
ORGANIZATION
Germany are holding a series of free events and initiatives.
"CULTURAL CITY"

2019‐05‐13

2019‐10‐31

Lviv

22.05.2019

13.05.2019

Kyiv, Frankfurt
(Mein), Frankfurt
31.10.2019 (Oder) Germany,
Brussesls (Belgium),
Cracow (Poland),
Strasburg (France)

2019‐05‐10

1 519 859,46

31.08.2019

Lviv

01.06.2019

1 892 132,42

Lviv, Yavoriv,
30.09.2019 Havarechchyna
village, Ivano‐
Frankivsk, Kolomyia,
Kosiv, Verkhovyna
village, Kyiv

Lviv, Kyiv, Kharkiv,
31.10.2019 Kropivnitskii,
Kherson, Franfurt
(Oder) Germany,
Rzeszow (Poland)

908 100,00

1 128 034,67

773 000,00
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Audial art

Forumis a culturally professional musical project that aims to popularize
contemporary academic music, in particular Ukrainian, in a global context.
Within the framework of the Forum will be held concert programs, which are
connected modern technical innovations with music content. Theme of the
Forum "Music that You Can See", in which everyone will be able to feel.
It would be presented:
18th Forum
‐premiere "Lady Lazarus's" opera by modern Ukrainian composer Liudmyla
«Contemporary
Yurina
music days in
‐Project "Through the Sphere" by Maxim Shorenkov
Vinnytsia». Moto Private Entrepreneur ‐Project "Mariology"
«Music that You Cherevyk Volodymyr ‐Project "History of solda"
Can See»
Volodymyrovych
‐ ‐opera "Yaroslav the Wiste

Visual art

Presentation of
Ukrainian Artists
in XII
international
Florence Bienalle Non‐governmental
(Florance, Italy)
organization “Art In”

International
Charitable
Foundation
«Oleksandr
Feldmans
Foundation»

Project presents Ukrainian art on Florence Bienalle during 18‐27th of October
2019 (Florence, Italy). Florence Biennale, had come to life in 1997. Since then
nearly 6,000 artists from more than 100 countries have participated in the
Florence Biennale as exhibitors in one or more editions.
Project is going to start continued participation of Ukrainian artist in such big
international art‐events. It is important to say that bienalle’s aim is not the
sale.
KazkaFest it`s 10 cultural events during one month aimed at popularizing the
Ukrainian book through related art forms. With this project, we create demand
for children, teenagers and youth for reading, creativity, and art. The literary
form of "fairy tale" allows to reach the hearts of small Ukrainians and fall in
love with classical and contemporary Ukrainian culture. The highlight of the
project is the festival venue ‐ the Feldman Ecopark Landscape Park. Due to its
popularity (in August it is expected to reach 240,000 guests), the project will
cover a huge and sometimes random audience

Prominent
events in
Ukraine.
Individual
263389 projects

Culture and creative
industries
KazkaFest

Prominent
events in
Ukraine.
Individual
262861 projects

The "Last Capital" is an artistic, military‐historical festival dedicated to the first
liberation events of 1919‐1920, and the celebration of the 100th anniversary of
the UPR in Kamyanets‐Podilskyi was included in the list of commemorative
Festival "The Last
dates of 2019. 100 years of initiation of the "Ukrainian Republican Chapel",
Capital" to the
which first opened the cultural front and demonstrated to the world the
100th anniversary
Kamyanets Podilsky power of Ukrainian culture. We will rebuild the reconstruction of events, with
of the UNR in
City Historical
the help of interactive, theatrical costume action, music, movie shows, video
Culture and creative Kamyanets‐
Podilskyi
Military Society
art, create a new innovative and modern look.
industries

Prominent
events in
Ukraine.
Individual
261426 projects

Art program
«News of
Culture» of the
Odesa
Culture and creative International Film
Festival
industries

Self‐employed
individual Taylor J
Kateryna
Volodymyrivna

The art program «News of Culture» is dedicated to the 10th anniversary of
Odesa International Film Festival. This is a collaborative project that involves
Odesa's institutions of cultural and historical significance, local and Ukrainian
artists, ordinary citizens (the city population, tourists from other Ukrainian
cities) and industry representatives from abroad to present Odesa`s cultural
background to the festival's guests. Components: 1) Photoproject in the Green
Theater; 2) Art Plenary «Art‐in‐progress», 3) «Night» in the Odesa Art
Museum; 4) Exhibition of the OIFF history in the Invogue

2019‐08‐01

01.08.2019

2019‐07‐01

2019‐07‐01

2019‐05‐14

31.10.2019

Vinnitsia

747 420,00

Florence, Italy

964 298,00

31.10.2019

2019‐10‐01

Lisne village, Kharkiv
region

1 253 213,68

Kamiamets‐Podilskii

697 600,00

2019‐10‐01

2019‐09‐14

Kyiv, Odesa

1 151 181,50
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Literature and
publishing

"Presentation of
Artistic
Achievements.
Dedicated to the
100th anniversary
of the Ivan Franko
National
Academic Theater
of Drama"

Limited Liability
Company
«Publishing House
«Antykvar»

The project "Presentation of Artistic Achievements" is dedicated to the 100th
anniversary of the Ivan Franko National Academic Theater of Drama. It is
composed of a series of printed issues dedicated to the history and the present
state of Ukraine's main scene.The issues which differ in their theme, approach
to the material, and style bring order to a great amount of materials including
documents, photos, and sketches which depict the artistic ways of the
Theater's participants.For the first time ever, the history of the Theater in the
XXI century has been published, researched by the theater.

2019‐05‐10

25.10.2019

Kyiv

1 770 083,20

